We have developed telephone speech recoguition hardware for a voicaactivated home banking system based on a client-server network configuration [4] . The speech recognition unit is a workstation with six boards for dealing with simultaneous multi-channl processing. The speech recognition algorithm hnpkmentcd in the boards, each of which has three DSPs and an MPU, handles various tasks, such as recognizing coMIccfed digits, bank me. branch name. money amount, and co"atioa for completiag the service dialogs. Experimental field trials on 90 subjects showed that with proper instructions and pidancG the savice task was successfully achieved in 85% of aias. We sem out a questionnaire, and one third of the subjects replied that speech recognition was usefuL
HOME B A " G SYSTEM
The con@mtion of the client-semr banking system is ibstcatcd in Figure 1 . Angistued user need only call and talk to the system by telephone to transfQ money to another bank account or to get balance information. The speech recognition unit, which can accept six calk at a time, is a workstation with six speech recognition boards. ' The workstation controlling speech dialogs. shown in Figure 2 , is connected to the banknetwork by LANand is operated by bank systems.
"Hello! This is the telephone service center. When users had thne chances to repeat, about 85% of them compktd the bank Masfer service fully. But three repeats is the maxi" that USCIS can endure.
QUESTIONNAIRE
We investigated how users felt about the SR (Speech Recognition) system by putting questions to the subjtcts after the fkld triaL The questionnaire was multiple choice.
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Figure 11: Is SR useful ? Figure 12 How about the duration of SR service ?
Figun 11 shows the response ofuserr as to the usetulaess of the SR system. About one third of them thought it was useful and the same number of people thought it was not nsefuL Apart 6rom the recognition pcrformmcc, the reason was the bng service duration that results from having "yes"l"n0" con6rmation after every item, such as bank name, Bccoullf number and so OR for sccu* in dealing with money (Figure 12) .
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a ~ rate for wyeswpnom is the Figure 1 3 Figure 15 shows the percentages of people who uttered words not in the specified vocabulary. About 60% of subjects answered that they would be willing to use SR for actual services on the condition that they wae accustomed to rbe system (Figure 17) . Sample dialogues made by trained speakus wen p r e f d to explanations of how to speak to the system (Figure 18 ). These two figures show that getthg users used to the system is an important factor for putting SR to practical use.
CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on our voice-activated home banking system,
